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Atelier New Regime is a streetwear 
label created and headquartered in 
Montreal.

In 2009, it began as a passion project
and outlet for self-expression. The
love for art, design, photography,
and street culture turned three
dreamers into a collective of
creatives who challenge themselves
to offer design-conscious pieces and
innovative experiences.
Recognized for its refined aesthetic,
prominent slogans and striking use of
the color orange, ANR prides itself in
representing creativity, freedom and
passion.

Over the years, the label has become a 
vessel for the collective to explore 

freedom through art, which has become 
an underlying theme of the brand’s 
narrative. Through multidisciplinary 
design, ANR aims to inspire people to 

reach their full potential by 
creatively pushing their limits, to 
change their world and the world 

around them.



GEOGRAPHIC

Atelier New Regime reaches people
from North America, Europe, Asia,
and Oceania.

DEMOGRAPHIC

The Brand reaches both female
and male teenagers and adults.

CULTURE
Their actual world is a specific
segment of Montreal;
multicultural,franglais-
speaking, street-savvy, inspired
by the aesthetic codes and
increasingly refined tastes of
hip-hop.



THE ANR PRE-FALL 17 
COLLECTION IS MADE FOR THE 

HUSTLER WITH THE BLUE-COLLAR 
WORK ETHIC WHO GETS IT DONE 
REGARDLESS OF CIRCUMSTANCE.

Atelier New Regime has 
hustled hard in its attempts 
of putting Montreal firmly 
onto the streetwear map.

Embodying an aesthetic, 
which borrows heavily from 

art, design, photography and 
street culture, the lifestyle 

label has continuously 
cranked out casual wears —

bearing a healthy active 
wear edge. 

For its newly unveiled 2017 
pre-fall collection, items 

once again take to the 
sportswear front, with items 

including track jackets, 
basketball





By: Zack Marley | January 28, 2017

ATELIER NEW REGIME AND 
THEIR WORLD DOMINATION

Atelier	  New	  Regime	  Gives	  Back

To me, this one of the aspects that makes them unique and successful beyond imagination. It’s
relatively easy to create a clothing line and sell it but I have more respect for a brand that reinvests
that same money to contribute to the rise of the community that buys their product. How they find
the time to be involved with festivals like Mural or the planning of events for fashion enthusiasts. I
salute their efforts especially with their community work with programs like «la rue inspire». Atelier
New Regime is somewhere doing something for the city.

http://montrealgotstyle.com/fashion-lifestyle/atelier-new-regime-
montreal-brand/



Their actual world is a specific segment of Montreal; multicultural, franglais-‐speaking,
street-‐savvy, inspired by the aesthetic codes and increasingly refined tastes of hip-‐hop.
“There’s origins of streetwear in what we do,” said Taheri, seated at a worktable in the
shop’s bright, neutral-‐walled basement. “At its core streetwear is what we started off
doing, like printing messages on shirts, political ideas, and expression through clothes. But
then there are ideas of a higher level of fashion somewhere in there too.”

By: Anupa Mistry |October 14, 2016

Meet Atelier New Regime, The 
Streetwear 

Brand Putting Montreal On The Map
The creators of Atelier 

http://www.thefader.com/2016/10/14/atelier-new-regime



M O N T R E A L



Made of a lightweight scuba 
knit, this short sleeve polo 

features contrasting Atelier 
New Regime embroidery in green 
and yellow across the front.

-Polo collar
-Half zip closure

-Atelier New Regime embroidery 
at front

-95% polyester, 5% spandex
$109.95	  CAD

Sizes:	  S,	  M,	  L	  ,	  XL,	  XXL



Made of a heavyweight scuba knit, this 
classic slim fit track pants features the 

signature Atelier New Regime logo 
embroidery down the leg.

-Tricolour elastic waistband with 
drawstring

-Four pocket styling
-Atelier New Regime logo embroidery in 

white on left leg
-Rib knit cuffs

-Heavyweight scuba knit
-95% polyester, 5% spandex

$109.95	  CAD

Sizes:	  M,	  L	  ,	  XL



Made of a lightweight french 
terry, this short sleeve t-shirt

features a mock neck style collar 
and “Tout Va Bien” artwork printed 

at front.

-Mock neck collar
-95% cotton, 5% spandex

$129.95	  CAD

Sizes:	  XS,	  S,	  M,	  L,	  XL,	  XXL



Made of a heavyweight scuba knit, this 
classic track pullover features the 
signature Atelier New Regime logo 

embroidery across the front.

-Rib knit stand collar, cuffs and hem
-Half-zip closure at front

-Appliqué blue and white stripes 
embroidered on right arm

-Atelier New Regime logo embroidery in 
white on body

-Heavyweight scuba knit
-95% polyester, 5% spandex

$94.86	  CAD

Sizes:	  XS,	  S,	  M,	  L,	  XL,	  XXL



Made of lightweight cotton twill, this 
long sleeve jacket in cream features 

a black Atelier New Regime logo 
printed down the sleeve.

-Spread collar
-Snap button closure at front

-Flap pockets at chest with snap 
closures

-Atelier New Regime print in black on 
left sleeve

-Orange pocket on sleeve with zip 
closure

-100% cotton twill

$111.96	  CAD
Sizes:	  XXL



Made of a heavyweight scuba knit, this 
slim fit tearaway pant is trimmed with 

Atelier New Regime jacquard detail and 
snaps along the sides.

-Navy and white two tone
-Elastic waistband with drawstring

-White jacquard Atelier New Regime logo 
tape down legs

-Orange snap closures
-Pintuck detail on center front leg

-Four pocket styling
-Zipper closure on back pockets

-Heavyweight scuba knit
-95% polyester, 5% spandex

$99.36	  CAD
Sizes:	  L,	  XL,	  XXL

BACK

FRONT



This soft-touch lightweight satin shirt 
features an all-over rubber band 

print.

-Spread collar
-Front button closures

-100% polyester satin

$55.97	  CAD

Sizes:	  M,	  L	  ,	  XL



Made of smooth satin, this green
lightweight souvenir jacket features 

“Never Had Shit” embroidered slogan at 
the back.

-Zipper closure
-Rib knit stand collar, cuffs, and hem

-Braided cord along the sleeves
-Flap pockets at waist with single button

closure
-Black pocket on left sleeve with tonal 

zip closure
-100% polyester satin

$124.17	  CAD

Sizes:	  M,	  L	  ,	  XL



Laura	  G.
P1,P6,P12,P13

Katya	  A.
P2,P3,P9,P10,P11,P18

Laura	  M.
P4,P7,P8,P14,P15

Karla	  G.
P5,P16,P17
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